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Here’s our March 2021 
edition. We hope you like 
it. 
 
Our contact details are at 
the bottom of the page... 
We’d love your feedback 
and suggestions so we can 
continually make it better 
and even more interesting 
for you. 

David Baird 

Owner    
Prestige Roof Transformations & 
Noosa Prestige Painting 
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WANT A FREE HOME 
TRANSFORMATION 

QUOTATION? 
CALL 1300 296 255 NOW! 

While patios require less maintenance and upgrades than other 

areas of the house, it’s smart to evaluate your space at least once 

a year to see what improvements you can make. Not only will this 

help you enjoy your patio more, but it can also help its longevity. 

Redecorating a patio can feel like a monstrous task, but there are 

some basic areas to focus on to have your patio looking new 

without investing lots of time and money. 

If you want a backyard patio you can’t wait to spend time using, 

here are a few ideas to improve it: 

1. Make Patio Repairs 

Patios that have cracks, chips and fading is likely no place you want 

to spend time. Unfortunately, all these damages can occur as your 

patio ages. One way to make sure your patio is in great shape is by 

making repairs as soon as you see it’s needed. Especially with 

concrete patios, small cracks can become larger very quickly, 

creating even more damage.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Having a patio in your backyard is a great 

space to use when the weather allows. 

It’s the perfect area to entertain and 

enjoy. But, like any area of the home, 

they can often use an update. An old and 

outdated patio is not one you’ll want to 

spend time enjoying. 

Patio maintenance is one of the first 

steps to creating a better outdoor living 

space. From there, a lot comes down to 

how you use your patio and what your 

style is. If you’re looking for a few ideas, 

here are ways you can improve your 

patio. 

Over time, patios must be cleaned and 

repaired. Contact a patio pro today for 

quotes from contractors in your area, for 

free! 

 

 
 

2. Eliminate Weeds in Patio Cracks 

A common problem in patios is weeds. They can come 

up easily between bricks or in cracks of the cement. This 

is not something that makes your patio look good. You 

can easily get rid of tall weeds by pulling them out 

yourself regularly. Or, mix a solution of one part salt and 

two parts boiling water as a natural weed killer. Pour 

over the weeds on your patio and they should die within 

a few days. 

If you feel like your patio has become overgrown with 

weeds, you may want to contact a landscaping pro who 

can help you easily get your patio looking great again. 
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WANT A FREE HOME 
TRANSFORMATION 

QUOTATION? 
CALL 1300 296 255 NOW! 

 

Dear David,  

 
I’d like to compliment your guys firstly for the quality of 
their workmanship and in addition the professional 
manner they have undertaken their work.  They moved 
through the various areas unobtrusively and were very 
respectful of the privacy of the occupants. 
 
It was a pleasure dealing with them throughout the 
project. My congratulations to both you and your team 
for encouraging such professionalism. -Sid Ryan 

7 WAYS TO IMPROVE 
YOUR PATIO 

3. Install A Pergola 

If you want a little bit of 

shade over your patio, 

but still want to enjoy all 

the outdoors has to 

offer, consider 

installing a pergola. 

These structures can 

be placed over your 

patio to provide a little 

bit of shade and 

elegance to your 

outdoor living space. A 

pergola is an 

investment, however.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 4. Build an Outdoor Kitchen 

For the look of luxury and a functional outdoor space, you 

can’t go wrong with an outdoor kitchen. Consider the ease 

of not having to run to the kitchen to get water or chop 

ingredients. Instead, you can do it all from your outdoor 

kitchen. Patios are a great place to install an outdoor kitchen 

and keep everything in one place.  
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5. Invest in Patio Furniture 

Much like interior design, exterior 

décor changes quickly. If you don’t 

have patio furniture you enjoy, you 

likely will not want to spend time 

relaxing outside. One of the hottest 

items to have right now is patio 

couches and armchair seating. 

These are usually made out of 

wicker or plastic material and 

include large, colorful cushions. It’s 

a must if you want to relax 

outdoors!  

If you plan on doing a lot of outdoor 

entertaining, invest in an outdoor 

dining set you love. Make sure 

there’s enough seating for 

neighbors who will likely all want to 

come to enjoy your beautiful porch 

with you! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

7. Add Potted Plants 

If you want to spice up your patio 

décor, but don’t want to spend a ton of 

money, consider adding a few potted 

plants. Find plants that will work with 

the lighting of your patio, as some 

flowers are more shade tolerant than 

others. If you don’t have a lot of space 

on your patio, get a few shepherds 

hooks and hanging potted plants to 

decorate around it. The small pops of 

color will be worth it! 

A patio is a wonderful feature to have 

in any backyard, but they do need 

some TLC from time to time. Repair 

and maintain your patio as needed, 

adding décor items where you can.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

6. Power Wash A Patio 

Rain, sunlight and other elements 

can take a toll on your patio. Over 

the years, patios take a severe 

beating from the environment, not 

to mention general wear and tear. 

Stains on the patio are all too 

common but easily rectified. By 

applying acid stain, this dull 

concrete can be quickly brought 

back to life. 

You can also easily get your patio 

looking good as new again with 

the help of a pressure washer. 

This is a DIY task you can 

complete in an afternoon if you 

have the right equipment. Before 

you pressure wash your patio, be 

sure any needed repairs are 

completed first. 
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FREE 
 

Get a FREE copy of 
the Official Consumer’s 
Awareness Guide to Shed 
Building (valued at $97): 

It reveals the big difference between a farm 
shed that’s made “on the cheap” and one 
that’s really suited to your needs. 
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To 
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For 
Your Rural Property”, and tells you 
“The 7 Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers 
make – And How To Avoid Them”. 
Simply call the 24 
hour, 7 days a 
week pre-recorded 
message line on: 

1300 064 775 
and leave your 
name, postal 
address and the 
code word 
“Newsletter” 
and we’ll 
send a 
copy 
to you 
‘pronto’. 
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By making some small changes to how you use energy, you 

can save money and help the environment There are many 

things you can do to help keep your energy bills down. Our 

top 8 includes some simple tips to help you save energy, 

and most won't cost you a cent. 

 

1. Switch off lights and electrical appliances when you 

don’t use them  

Turn off your heater, cooling units and appliances when you 

go to bed or leave the house. Turning things off at the 

powerpoint can save even more power than at the switch or 

remote control. Switch off your computer and equipment 

such as printers or wifi routers overnight, or while you're 

away. Most computers have energy saving settings which 

can be activated to turn the computer and screen off after a 

period of inactivity. 

 

2. Switch to energy-saving LED light globes  

Energy-efficient globes could save you up to 80 per cent off 

your lighting costs. LED bulbs use less power and last 

longer. That means you spend less money and time 

replacing them. 

 

3. Shut doors and close curtains  

There are simple things you can do to reduce the costs of 

heating and cooling without making life uncomfortable. Shut 

doors to areas you're not using, and only cool or heat 

the rooms where you spend the most time. In cooler 

months, make sure your curtains or blinds seal your 

windows properly. In warmer months, keep your curtains 

closed during the day. By keeping the sun off your windows 

with external shadings such as external blinds or canvas 

awnings, your house will remain cooler. Stop cool air 

leaking out by blocking draughts around doors and 

windows. 

 

4. Save energy in how you wash and dry clothes  

You can save around $115 per year by washing clothes in 

cold water. You can also save by making sure you select 

the shortest appropriate washing cycle. Wait until your 

machine is full before starting a washing cycle. Clothes 

dryers use lots of energy. Hang clothes outside and let them 

dry naturally. 

 

5 Save energy in the kitchen 

Fridge Your fridge runs 24 hours a day and is one of your 

most expensive appliances to run. The ideal fridge 

 

5. Save energy in the kitchen  

Fridge Your fridge runs 24 hours a day and is one of your 

most expensive appliances to run. The ideal fridge 

temperature is 4 or 5 degrees Celsius. Your ideal freezer 

temperature is minus 15 to minus 18 degrees. Make sure the 

fridge door seal is tight and that no gaps or cracks let cold air 

escape. If you have a second fridge or freezer, only turn it on 

when you need it.  

Cooking Put frozen food in your fridge in the morning to thaw 

out and reduce cooking time in the evening. When you're 

cooking, use the microwave when you can. Microwaves use 

much less energy than an electric oven. If you use a stove, 

keep lids on pots to reduce cooking time.  

Dishwasher Use the economy cycle on your dishwasher, 

and only run it when it's full. You can also wash your dishes 

by hand to save more energy! 

 

6. Manage your heating and cooling  

Every degree above 20 degrees can add 10 per cent to your 

heating bill. In winter, heating can account for over 30 per 

cent of your bill. In winter, set your thermostat between 18 

and 20 degrees. In summer, set your thermostat to 26 

degrees or above. Some ducted heating and cooling systems 

allow you to turn off the heating or to only cool rooms that are 

unoccupied. 

 

7. Insulate your roof  

An insulated ceiling can make a big difference to your energy 

bills. Effective ceiling insulation can save you up to 20 per 

cent on your costs. 

 

8. Save money with solar energy  

Using solar energy can help your household save money on 

energy bills. By using the solar electricity that you generate, 

you can avoid buying energy from your retailer. Additionally, 

solar hot water systems can also help you avoid gas charges 

often associated with a gas-fired water heater. 

If you plan on doing a lot of outdoor entertaining, invest in an 

outdoor dining set you love. Make sure there’s enough 

seating for neighbors who will likely all want to come to enjoy 

your beautiful porch with you! 

 

 

 

 

8 Ways to Save 

on Energy Bills 
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he Official Consumer’s 
Awareness Guide to Shed 
Building (valued at $97): 

It reveals the big difference between a farm 
shed that’s made “on the cheap” and one 
that’s really suited to your needs. 
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To 
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For 
Your Rural Property”, and tells you 
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hour, 7 days a 
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FREE 

Get a FREE copy of 
our Official Consumer’s Awareness Guide: 
The Ultimate Guide to Choosing the Best 
Contractor 
 
It reveals common scams and misconceptions, 
6 costly mistakes to avoid when choosing a 
contractor, the importance of price and 
value…and much more! 
 
Simply visit www.transformyourhome.com.au  
Or email us at 
admin@prestigehometransformations.com.au 
to request for our consumer awareness guide. 
 
Just inform us of your name, 
email and contact number and you’ll receive 

your free guide immediately! 

a duck can't walk without 

bobbing its head 

 

 

 

 

 

KNOW? 
 

 
Add Some Greenery 
A landscaped walkway suggests an inviting home. 
Create natural beauty and texture with an 
assortment of perennials . Whether you’re putting 
them in the ground, potted, or a mix of both, you 
can install an enticing introduction to your home in 
one afternoon with a quick trip to a local home 
improvement center, greenhouse, or farmers’ 
market. 
 
Pay Attention to Details 
Details make the difference, and you can prove it 
with high-impact, low-effort improvements that 
you’ll enjoy every day. Upgrade builder-basic 
outlet covers, light switches, or door knobs with 
something that better fits the overall character of 
your home or the fixtures in the room. These small 
changes won’t go unnoticed by you or your guests 
 
Create a Small Appliance Hideaway 
Small appliances like stand mixers, slow cookers, 
and food processors can end up on the countertop 
because they’re heavy and awkward to move 
when needed. If you’re tired of wasting valuable 
countertop space on these appliances, install an 
appliance lift in a base cabinet. Fancier models 
with soft-close and lift-assist features could put 
this project out of your budget, but the basic 
spring-loaded hardware and required wood 
supports should be just right. And it’s not only for 
unused or cumbersome appliances; when 
countertop space is at a premium, it’s a smart 
solution for things like toasters and coffeemakers, 
too! 
 
 
 
 

Home Improvement 
Ideas You Can 
Accomplish for 
Less Than $150 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.transformyourhome.com.au/
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Chance to Win $25,000.00   

at the Noosa Hinterland Property Expo! 

 

We would love to meet you in person at the hinterland Property expo. 

Come and say hello and have the chance to win $25,000.00 when you come to our stand. 

Or perhaps you will win a Dulux Doggie or other great prizes. 

We will be there 20th-21st to answer any questions you have about transforming your home! 

Meet the owner David, get Expo specials, and see all the latest ideas on Roof Restorations and House Painting. 

 

 

If you have an interest in anything to do with property, or just want a fun day out, there will be something at the expo for 

you. Whether you are a homeowner looking for fresh ideas, new to the area and wanting to learn all about acreage 

living, how to be self sufficient and sustainable, or in the market to buy, sell or invest, the Noosa Hinterland’s first ever 

Property Expo will provide an abundance of local connections and a wealth of knowledge under the one roof. 

 

It starts at 9am Cooroy Memorial Hall & Adjacent Areas 

23 Maple Street, Cooroy, QLD 4563 

 

See you there! 

 

David and  

the Prestige Team 
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  We are very happy with the 

completed job. The crew 

were very efficient, 

industrious and friendly and 

did a very good job. 

We will recommend your 

company to others, in fact a 

few have asked already. 

Many thanks and best 

wishes, 

Bill Selden 

Sunshine Beach 

homeowner 

 

MONTHLY 
HUMOUR 
 
A couple in their nineties are BOTH 
having problems remembering things. 
They decide to go to the doctor for a 
checkup. The doctor tells them that 
they're physically in good condition for 
their age, but if they are having 
trouble remembering they might want 
to start writing things down to help 
them. Later that night while watching 
TV, the old man gets up from his 
chair. "Where are you going?" his wife 
asks. 
 

"To the kitchen" he replies. 
 

"Will you get me a bowl of ice 
cream?" 
 

"Sure." 
 

"Don't you think you should write it 
down so you can remember it?" she 
asks, recalling the doctor's 
suggestion. 
 

"No, I can remember it." 
 

"Well, I'd like some strawberries on 
top, too. You'd better write it down 
because you know you'll forget it." 
 

He says, "I can remember that! You 
want a bowl of ice cream with 
strawberries." 
 

"I'd also like whipped cream. I'm 
certain you'll forget that, so you'd 
better write it down!" she retorts. 
 

Irritated, he says, "I don't need to 
write it down. Just don't start with that! 
Leave me alone!! Ice cream with 
strawberries and whipped cream. I 
got it, for goodness sake!" Then he 
grumbles on into the kitchen. 
 

After about 20 minutes, the old man 
returns from the kitchen and hands 
his wife a plate of bacon and eggs. 
 

She stares at the plate for a moment 
and says, "Where's my toast?" 
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comply with any local, state or federal laws.   

“Just want to say a big 

thankyou to you guys at Noosa 

Prestige Painting for all the 

work you’ve done for us it looks 

amazing! 

Cheers and all the best Izzy” 
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